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How to win money 
betting on golf

IT'S ALL ABOUT COMPLETING THE PROCESS

BEFORE WINNING THE PRIZES



How to win money betting on golf

So, what is golf betting?

Golf is the third most popular sports betting medium in the UK after horse 

racing and football.

Ÿ Many different markets are available with all the bookmakers

Ÿ Odds are big for most of the field as there are 120 runners on average 

in a tournament.

Ÿ Most of the lazy money goes on well-known names like Rory McIlroy 

and Dustin Johnson so bookmakers have to price up markets 

accordingly

Ÿ So, there is plenty of value for players at bigger odds and why betting 

on golf is possibly the best edge punters have of any sport.

Ÿ There are many ways and places you can collect the data you need to 

make a decision on who to back, it's a data-driven process.

Ÿ You need to know who's in good form, previous course form is 

important, who is best suited by conditions… and most importantly 

who is priced at value odds
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Well…there is top level golf to bet on fifty weeks of the year (yes, even golfers take 

Christmas off!).

There are several tournaments in different regions taking place each week, and the 

bookmakers want to cover them all which they just can't manage effectively... it's 

just too much work. Add to this that odds setters do lack detailed knowledge of 

every competitor in the field so there is always value to be found lower down the 

betting.

Odds setters have to favour well-known golfers such as Rory McIlroy and Dustin 

Johnson knowing that most recreational punters will be putting their money on 

them. 

Also, with up to 120 runners in the field, and given that they are playing for over four 

days and seventy-two holes means it's unpredictable. S0 odds can be big for good 

players at bigger odds who are in good form or play well at a particular course. And 

bookmakers pay each way up to eight places every week, for the majors it's even 

more, sometimes up to eleven places.

Punters tend to gravitate to sports they know, rather than those that provide a 

better option to win money consistently. They know football and horse racing 

because it takes place most days in the UK and they have grown up with it. Their 

thinking preferences steer them to these sports rather than to different ones 

where it can be more profitable to bet with some hard work and study.

That is where the old saying 'you never see a poor bookmaker' comes from… 97% of 

punters lose money overall so bookmakers make substantial profits. To make 

money betting you need to 'zag' when the others are 'zigging' and join the 3% who 

do make regular profits from their betting.

How do savvy punters win money 
betting on golf?
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As with all betting there are things you should do and things you should not do. Let 

us start with those we should not do.

Do not get sucked in by bookmakers to back the favourites. As said previously these 

are the bigger names in the sport. OK, they are big names because they have been 

successful in the past at the top level. But they cannot win every week and are more 

interested in winning the majors or bigger tournaments than those that make up 

the schedule throughout the year. A good example of this is Brooks Koepka. A 

multiple major winner who has won several million dollars in his career to date. 

What does he want? To win more majors and to win the tour championship that 

pays $10+ million. If he is turning out in The Palookaville Open why is he there? 

Appearance money? Practice? Testing new clubs? Take your pick. But likely he is 

not 100% to win the thing and the bookmakers have him priced to short 

Always look for value in your betting…

Do not back last time out winners unless they have had a break since their last win. 

Such golfers only win once or twice a year so when they compete the next week it is 

a bit like a horse winning one day and then running again the next day. To win a 

tournament on a main tour takes a lot of effort in testing conditions, hot or cold etc. 

Also, you must stay late to get your trophy and do your interviews. You may have a 

celebration and be late in your travel to next week's venue. It's tiring stuff.

Do not back those players that are out of form. Golfers that have not been playing 

well usually continue to not play well. They may have swing issues, putting yips, be 

carrying injuries, have personal issues affecting their game. You can see where they 

are at by analyzing their game stats on the main tour sites and by reading social 

media as it relates to the sport. It is time consuming, but it does pay. OK, there will 

always be an outlier who comes out of nowhere to win a tournament, but they are 

rare.

Do not back golfers who struggle to 'get it done'. Nerves take over in the final round 

or the last few holes when the win is in sight. They do not have the bottle for it. Not 

everyone is Tiger Woods or Jack Nicklaus. Most golfers prefer to come with a late 

run and get into the top positions late rather than go from the front and try to hold 

a lead. Again, study and knowing your golfers and who can do what. That way in 

play betting pays as the tournament nears its conclusion.

So, what should we not do when we're 
betting on golf?
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What factors do we need to consider to 
prot from betting on golf?

Consider form – both current and at the course where the tournament is being 

played. Most tournament winners were in the top 25 finishers last time out. Sixty 

percent in the top 10 last time out. Form in golf is usually temporary. It lasts in spells 

of four to six weeks and can occur two to three times in a year. The true greats can 

achieve this more regularly.

Most golfers have courses they prefer playing on and have a good previous record 

there. Webb Simpson at The Wyndham Classic or Patrick Cantlay at The Shriners 

Open are stand out examples of this.

Suitability to the course - does it suit those who can drive the ball a long way? Golf 

courses vary in length. Does it require good iron play in finding the greens instead 

of the hazards that surround it? Pin positions change each round. Do you need to 

chip well and be good out of bunkers? Is the rough long and matted or easy to get 

out of? Are the greens particularly tricky or fast and so the best putters will come to 

the fore? Is it a tough course requiring cunning to get around successfully? Once 

again you need to know your golfers' profile and fit them to the course. 

What type of grass? - yes, this can make a big difference. Some golfers play better 

on Poa Anna or Bent grass, some on Bermuda grass. This affects both fairways and 

greens. The ball reacts differently on each type of grass and golfers can be better 

suited by playing on one of these types of grass.

Weather – some like it hot (and humid). Others do not. Most golfers struggle in the 

wind but a few of them love it, as they keep the ball low. Some, mostly Europeans, 

play well in the rain and the cold, as they grew up playing in those conditions. The 

impact of when you may be playing your round, morning or afternoon, can make 

also make a big difference. In many parts of the world, weather is very changeable. 

You can go round in the calm in the morning and play in a storm in the afternoon.

Type of course – courses vary widely, especially outside the U.S. You could be 

inland or on the coast (on what is called a links course, as it links to the land to the 

sea). You could be in the desert or in a humid climate or at high altitude where the 

air is thinner.  The course could be flat or it could be hilly and undulating. There 

could be lots of trees or bunkers or water hazards on the course, or just a few. 
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Fairways could be wide or narrow. Greens could be flat or on a slant or undulating. 

Greens could play fast or be slow or vary hole to hole even. So, we need to know our 

golfers very well and what they like and dislike re attributes and the best courses for 

them to play on.

Look at what metrics were important for those who won and placed at that course 

previously, and what golfers have this time them as their strengths.

Investing adequate time before putting your money down pays off again and 

again.
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By far the most common type of tournament is 'stroke play'. All players in the 

tournament play eighteen holes each day for the first two days. The top 65 to 70 

golfers with the lowest cumulative score then progress which is known as 'making 

the cut' and go on to play a further two days of eighteen holes each day. The golfer 

with the lowest total score over the four days is the tournament winner. 95% of 

tournaments are played in this way.

'The Majors' are the four main tournaments of the calendar year. Greatness is 

measured by how many of these you can win and whether you can win all four, 

especially consecutively. They are stroke play tournaments. They are - The Masters, 

which is played at Augusta, Georgia, usually in April; The Open, which is played on a 

British links course usually in June each year; The U.S. Open, which 1s played 

normally in July each year; The USPGA Championship, which is usually played in 

September each year. As mentioned previously bookmakers offer enhanced odds 

and additional places for the majors to entice casual punters in.

Match play – basically two golfers play against one another over eighteen holes 

and the contest is decided by which one wins most holes (their score is lower on 

that hole than his or her opponent). The winner progresses to the next round of the 

tournament. These types of tournaments are rare nowadays but still exist.

Team events –one team against another, usually in match play format. The most 

well-known of these is The Ryder Cup, which is played biannually, Europe versus 

The U.S. Twelve players on each team playing singles and pairs matches over three 

days. There is also The Presidents Cup where Asia/Australasia play the U.S. in the 

same format as The Ryder Cup. There are also pairs tournaments, either played by 

two players representing their country, or just as pairs, such as doubles in tennis. 

These are all rare in the golf calendar but are popular when they do take place. A 

different set of skills are required to bet in these tournaments. How do the top 

players gel together when in pairs or in teams? Europe seem to be able to do this 

better in this in recent years than the U.S.

What do the different formats of 
'Tournaments' look like?
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There are two main tours in golf today, The USPGA Tour and The European Tour. 

They both have a main tour and subsidiary tours. We will look at them in greater 

detail below. There are lesser tours in various parts of the world for both men and 

ladies. You can also bet on these with major bookmakers. 

As with most sports it is best to specialize on certain tours so that you gain a good 

knowledge of them and the golfers who play them, and the courses that they play 

on. The aim of most golfers would be to progress to the main tour in the U.S. and 

Europe, where the best players play, and the highest prizemoney is available.

The USPGA Tour – is the biggest tour in the world today. It has a season that runs 

from September to September and concludes with the FedEx Championship, a 

points-based league that rewards the winner and top thirty golfers handsomely. It 

has a subsidiary tour, currently named The Korn Ferry Tour. The aim is for up and 

coming golfers to do well on this tour and graduate on to the main tour. However, 

prize money on The Korn Ferry Tour is not to be sneezed at and there is a vibrant 

betting market on it each week if you wish to get involved. The U.S. collegiate golf 

system feeds this tour. 

The top up and coming golfers may graduate to the main tour after just one 

successful season on The Korn Ferry Tour, or they could spend most of their 

careers on it, or indeed return to it after a fleeting time on the main tour. The main 

tour is not always played in the U.S., at certain times of the year it will journey to 

Asia for tournaments and will also go down to Mexico once or twice a year and the 

weather and climate changes with it. 

The top European players look to qualify or get invitations to play on the USPGA 

Tour as that is where the big money is earned. Therefore, golfers such as Rory 

McIlroy, Jon Rahm and Justin Rose will spend most of their time in the U.S. and 

become residents there.

The European Tour has the same structure as The USPGA Tour. Its subsidiary tour 

is currently named The Challenge Tour. The main tour travels across Europe based 

upon climate at that part of the year. During winter months it will travel to Asia, the 

Middle East and South Africa to stage tournaments. Its season ends in November 

with 'The Race To Dubai', again which is points based but finishes with a final 

tournament where additional points can be earned to add to what you have 

Which 'Tours' are available to bet on 
and what do they look like?
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already accumulated in that season. Prize money is substantial but not at USPGA 

Tour levels. The new season then begins in December with pre-Christmas 

tournaments in South Africa, played on courses with a habitat of wildlife, including 

elephants and crocodiles. Spectacular stuff. South African golfers tend to do well 

in their native country. So, you need to know which golfers play well at certain 

times of the year in the different venues played in.

The Ladies tournament scene is big in both the U.S. and in Europe. They too play 

team events like the men. Their equivalent of The Ryder Cup is The Solheim Cup, 

which is played over the same format. The Ladies tours are growing year on year 

and bookmakers are keen to bet on them. South Korea produces many top ladies' 

golfers, as does the U.S. and the UK has a vibrant ladies game as well.

All the above are covered by Sky Sports Golf channels. You can also watch by 

streaming from the tour's websites.

As mentioned previously both main tours have extensive data on each of their 

websites. Metrics are all important in golf betting, in that you need to understand 

what each golfers' strengths and non-strengths are. You need to invest time going 

through the data to understand each golfer and how that relates to performance 

in different circumstances.
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Win–self-explanatory really. You need a good size bankroll for this one as there are 

usually long waits between drinks! You need a decent sized bankroll to bet on golf 

regularly, we recommend 2oo points at least. You will know your fate early with a 

win only bet as golfers who come out of the pack with a late run to achieve a place, 

usually find it much more difficult to win the whole thing.

Each way – again self-explanatory. You have less risk by spreading your stake 

across the win and place markets. Less bankroll is required as returns will be more 

regular but of less value. Only one golfer can win the tournament, but seven others 

can place in it. 

Top 10 and top 20 finish – you can bet on golfers to finish in the top 10 or top 20 in a 

tournament. Most bookmakers cover these markets and there is plenty of volume. 

Due to the low odds you need a player in good form and suited to the course. If you 

look at the metrics, you will see some golfers who regularly finish near the top 

without threatening to win. 

Make the cut – This type of bet is more popular in the U.S. rather than the U.K. Your 

golfer makes it to the weekend, and you collect.

Tournament match bet – This is where you bet on one golfer to finish with a lower 

score than another golfer at the end of the tournament. This can happen after two 

rounds if one or both do not make the cut or at the end of four rounds. Odds for 

these types of bets hover around or just below the even money mark. You can 

make consistent money on these bets if you can find a match up where one of the 

golfers is favoured by conditions or in good form, matched up against another one 

who is not. 

Daily three ball/two ball betting – Each day golfers are picked to play with other 

golfers for their round. These are usually three ball games on Thursday and Friday 

and two ball games on Saturday and Sunday. The winner is the golfer who has the 

lowest score of the group on the day. If it is a tie, then it is the same as a dead heat in 

horse racing. A popular type of bet, especially for those punters who do not 

necessarily have the patience for a bet that lasts four days. 

What are the different types of bets 
you can have on golf?
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So, in conclusion.

It's easy really…

Do the 'do's', they are tried and tested and proven to be successful. Invest the time 

required to do your own research, or instead subscribe to golfbetsgold at 

www.golfbetsgold.com. We will do it for you for a reasonable cost. Either way you 

can join the 3% of betters who consistently win money betting on golf.

Don't do the 'don'ts', this will condemn you to join the 97% of punters that do lose 

money betting on golf.

Do not pay tipping services that have losing years. NO, there is no excuse for this. 

You want a return every year that means you are making money. You can have long-

term profit without a losing year. Do not believe what others tell you.

Keep it simple!! Stick with what the metrics tell you and with the golfers that are 

suited to a particular course.

Look for golfers that are in good current form. Remember the top 10 and top 25 rule. 

Look for value and take advantage of inefficient and lazy odds setters.

Remain flexible with your betting as a tournament is in play. It will last four days and 

be played over seventy-two holes. There is plenty of time for things to change.

And remember to keep your subscription to golfbetsgold active as you never know 

which week that big priced winner is going to win and you will be cashing in for big 

money.
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